
 
Report 1 LAMU for BiO and NCMM, Wednesday 18.03.15 at 13.00-14.30  
 
Present: Elisa Bjørgo, Sandra Lopez- Aviles, Eshrat Babaie, Gladys Tjørhom, Ingrid  
              Guldvik, and Liv Bjørland (secretary). 
Excused: Ingrid Kjelsvik  
 
 
Item 1- 1/15 The LAMU-report 4 from 16.12.14 was approved with some formal correction. 
 
Item 1- 2/15 Short briefings. 
 
            Reorganization of  BiO and NCMM under faculty of Medicine was  approved from April 1st.   
            The centers will have a joint board (sitting Board appointed to 31.12.15) with the possibility   
            of new representatives from next year. Admin support will now be given from the faculty,   
            instead of central admin at UiO. The BiO/NCMM admin will have meetings every 2 weeks  
            with the faculty. New PM-codes form January 2016. 
 
            Remodel at BiO 
            The new part of the HTS-facility is finished. All flow instrumentation are moved into the 
            RNA- lab at E3. EB has moved down to E2, into the Tritium-lab, This lab is moved one  
            room further down the corridor. The BT-group has now moved out all their heavy   
            instrumentation to IMB, but has still chemicals left at BiO.  

                
The Zebra-facility is installed and seems to operate well. They are waiting for the       
approvals concerning  Aquaculture, FDU, and  use of GMO, but has got the opportunity to  
ripe filters and system for a full start when approved. 
The weighing room, BiO E3, has moved out into the general lab, but will still have a hood 
available. Still some adjustments to be done before the weight can come into use.  
 
Technical info from NCMM 
Compressed air: The PM-group needs to install more compressed air for the fermenter and 
HPH ( high pressure homogenizer) . This is done in the technical room today, and there will 
be available two more connections, one in each general lab.  
 
The effect of extra padlock on the fire safety cupboards is not recommended since it reduces 
the safety in case of fire.   

 
The approval for use of isotopes at BiO/NCMM.  The risk assessment and instructions 
concerning use of isotopes is sent to UiO-HMS-stab. The approval for UiO expire 31.12.15, 
and UiO will apply for new approval before the summer 2015. 
 

 
Item 1- 3/15  The LAMU-seminar: Diversity and interdisciplinary cooperation in a work environment. 
           Four LAMU-members participated. Integration of foreigners has not been on the  
           agenda earlier for our LAMU, but taken care of by the administration. LAMU discussed if we  
           need to focus on the item? The conclusion for our LAMU is that integration is well handled  
           by the admin at BiO and NCMM. 
 



Item 1- 4/15 LAMU needs to plan for safety inspection (vernerunde) / internal control 2015 
                    Suggestion: Organization of chemical storage. We need to further develop a plan to 
                    catch some interest.  
 
Item 4- 5/15 Any other matter 
                                                         
                
Item 4- 6/15 Second  meeting in 2015      

            Suggestion: Early June.   
            Accepted June 8th., 9.30-11  
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